Union of Exceptional Technologies

- Allows unrestricted access for surgical speed and efficiency
- Simplifies specimen retrieval
- Significantly reduces risk of wound infection
- Offers trocar access for unparalleled versatility

GelPort® Laparoscopic System
Enabling Design

- Offers unparalleled access for rapid dissection and mobilization of tissue
- Facilitates a Pfannensteil approach to optimize advanced procedures
- Facilitates simple and rapid set up

Alexis® Wound Retractor

- Adjusts to retract varying abdominal walls and different incision sizes
- Significantly reduces risk of wound infection¹⁻⁵
- Simplifies extracorporeal resection and specimen retrieval
- Allows clear visualization of wound margins

GelSeal® Technology

- Enables unlimited hand and instrument exchanges while maintaining pneumoperitoneum
- Accommodates trocar insertion for enhanced versatility and patient cosmesis
- Features small profile for limited abdominal space

REORDER NO. | DESCRIPTION | QUANTITY
---|---|---
C8XX2 | GelPort Laparoscopic System | 1/BOX